I’m so ready for the time change. I can’t wait
until it stays lighter longer…….. Don’t forget we
turn our clocks forward Sunday March 7th.
In this issue we have three great articles: Kelly
McLendon tell us about Yoga and PTSD, Rob Rettman
provides a common sense way to approach fitness
and Joseph Salant helps you earn money!
Check out the Powerlifting manual by Tom
Delong and Lord Elliott! For anyone who’s trying
get strong and powerful this is a must read!
Our featured Personal Trainer is Ty Kroll interesting.
This guy shouldn’t be allowed to walk around
without his shirt! He’s making us look bad.
Our Facebook page has almost 50,000 Likes, which
means we’re the third largest certification company on
Social Media! Thank you for helping make that happen.
Bring on the spring!

Stay fit,
John Platero

March Madness begins!

This Madness Offer:
• Gives you all the CEUs needed to recertify.
• Gives you a top-notch nutrition / performance certification (a great client recruitment tool).
• Gives you the latest body-sculpting techniques with easy client application.
• Certifies you to use the dotFIT platform for your clients.
Watch your email for other exclusive weekly discounts through the end of the month.

By Robert Rettmann, MS

T

he challenge with many

clients/members today is
that we simply move less
and eat more than ever
before. We can only do so much
with a client in the time frame
(30-60 minutes) of their personal
training session, that to leave “the
other 23 hours of the day” without
proper coaching and guidance
and still expect results can be very
daunting. After sifting through all
the media hype and opinions on
weight loss and body composition
change, the laws of science cannot
be ignored. Based upon energy
(calorie) exchange, if one is to
consume MORE energy than they
burn (or expend) than they will

gain weight (this creates the need
for a Nutritional Component). On
the other hand, if one burns MORE
energy than they consume, they
will lose weight (this creates the
need for an Exercise Component).
Also, based upon the body’s ability
to adapt and overcome, exercise
programs need to change and vary
to avoid training plateaus, injuries
and stagnation (think of the gym
member who has not changed
their program in 5 years and still
looks the exact same and always
complains of a shoulder issue).
Understanding this information has
provided dotFIT the proper recipe
(and components) for client results,
which is known as the 4 Pillars:

Nutrition: dotFIT utilizes an extensive food logging system

(from CalorieKing), where all clients are able to log their
food (and Personal Trainers can view for coaching moments)
through a computer or the dotFIT phone application.
Research shows those who log their food, will experience up
to 3 times greater results! Writing “diets” has always been
outside the scope (legally) of a Personal Trainer, so dotFIT
has gone through all the proper protocols and channels to
be in compliance with The Safe Weight Control Guidelines
as outlined by the North Carolina Board of Dietetics
and Nutrition. This means that Personal Trainers can now
safely (and legally) make the needed programming changes
to a client’s daily food intake.

Exercise: dotFIT has an extensive

programming strategy to assist any
Personal Trainer with program design
and implementation for a variety
of client’s goals. Just as a client can
document their food intake, they
can also document their exercise to
make sure they are doing what is
necessary to reach their fitness goals.
Every step of their way, their Personal
Trainer will be able to monitor and
coach their activity levels to take
away the guess work.

Supplementation: It

has been well publicized
for the last 20 years that
people do not receive the
necessary nutrients from
diet alone (based upon the
quantity of nutritious food,
the transportation and
cooking of food). If clients
want to lose weight, they
must take in less energy
(calories) than they burn.
They are working out with
us, so their nutrient needs
will increase. To fill the gap
that is left, the solution is
to provide the body with
calorie-less nutrients,
hence supplements. There
are no regulations on
supplements, which leads to
companies cutting corners
(and containing impurities
and containments) and not

even including the nutrients
they advertise on their label
within their product. dotFIT
spends the extra resources
necessary to manufacture
every product within FDA
regulated laboratories,
receive 3rd Party Testing on
all ingredients, achieve the
coveted NSF Certification
and even pass the strictest
standards of Health Canada.
What is on the label is

100% within the product.
dotFIT carries a series of
products that will focus on:
Health, Weight Loss, Lean
Muscle Gain, Performance
as well as a variety of meal
replacement powders
and bars to all assist your
clients/members with their
fitness goals.

Coaching & Accountability: This is where the

Personal Trainer now has their own “personal assistant”
when it comes to coaching their clients. Each dotFIT
program is individualized to each client and will make all
the necessary recommendations based upon food intake,
supplementation and exercise adjustments to match
what your client’s needs. Pair this technology with your
Motivating, Enthusiastic and Exciting personality and they
will smash through their fitness goals!

For more information, contact: rob@dotfit.com
Or goto dotFIT.com

Rob Rettmann has been in the Fitness
Industry for the last 19 years working
with incredible companies such as
Apex Fitness, The National Academy
of Sports Medicine, The Rush Fitness
Complex and now serves as The
Director of Education for dotFIT. Rob’s
experience and various roles includes
being a: Personal Trainer, Fitness
Manager, Apex Fitness Professional,
National Lecturer, Territory Manager,
Corporate Accounts Manager and
Vice President of Education (23 Club
Chain). Rob credits his success

to amazing mentors such as: Neal
Spruce, Kent Lehnhoff, Scott Pullen,
Rodney Corn, Tony Gray and Larry
Gurney. Among other things, it is now
one of his personal and professional
duties to pay it forward to help others
as he has been helped with our
amazing industry. If there is one thing
that Rob has learned within the fitness
industry, it is: 3+2=5, as does 4+1. In
other words, there are many ways to
reach our solution (“5”), as long as it
is safe, effective and our clients enjoy
the ride, be open to new things!

NCCPT’s
Featured Trainer

By Hamed Hamad

“A lot of people want instant gratification, and
they need to understand that it’s a marathon
and not a sprint. Every step we take is furthering
us on the mountain of accomplishment.”

Tyler Kroll lives up to his own words
of wisdom. Born and raised in a small
town in Minnesota, Tyler was always an
active child who enjoyed the outdoors
and playing with his friends. Growing up,
there was no specific sport or activity
that he was pressured to play or focus
on; however, Tyler ran cross-country for
the majority of his time in high school.
Upon his graduation, Tyler attended
Alexandria Technical College and, soon
after finishing his studies, accepted a job
in nuclear security. It was his background
in law enforcement that slowly shaped
Tyler’s future in personal training, and
specifically bodybuilding. Tyler and one
of his coworkers (who is also NCCPT
certified) entered men’s physique
contests both for fun and passion.
Within a year, Tyler had competed in six
shows; of the ten classes, he ranked

in the top five in eight of them.
When it comes to bodybuilding, Tyler
says, “I got hooked after my first
show of facing intangible fears and
critics.” In 2014, Tyler won first place
as Novice Tall Body Champion at
the NANBF Northern States Natural
Classic competition, and second in
Overall Physique at Badger Classic.
After five years in nuclear security,
competing in bodybuilding competitions
all the while, Tyler landed a job as a
medical fitness specialist (personal
trainer) in a medical clinic/fitness
center in Minnesota. It was during this
time that Tyler began to realize how
much he enjoyed personal training
and, specifically, sharing his expertise
and experiences with others.
Tyler says that no client background is
an obstacle for him, as he has trained a
range of clients from diabetic patients
looking to lose a lot of weight all the
way to people who were inspired to
compete in bodybuilding competitions
just like him. One particular client story
that Tyler always enjoys sharing is that
of his first and most driven client, whom
he met soon after starting his own
fitness company, “TYtanium Training.”
Tyler’s client (who will remain

anonymous) was a
well-accomplished
professional in his field
and was willing to do
whatever it took to live
a healthier life. He was
suffering from chronic
fatigue and needed to lose
a considerable amount of
weight to reach his goals.
Even though money was
no object, fine dining and
eating out were two major
culprits behind his weight
gain. After training just

twice a week with Tyler, coming in for cardio
on his days off, and preparing most of his
meals, he lost over 30lb in just 7-8 weeks.
For Tyler, any client under his wings is in
for a complete package. “That one thing
people need is accountability.” More so,
he says that the point of personal training
for him is to accompany clients on their
journey and make them realize that
accountability is indeed the truth behind
every success story. In addition, Tyler says
that he enjoys zeroing in on each person,
making it his mission to figure out the root
problem behind every struggle. Whether
it is indulgences, uncontrolled cravings,
or emotional issues, it is the time spent
on the problem that makes the solutions
much more effective and everlasting.
As he prepares for his future, Tyler looks
forward to continued participation in
bodybuilding competitions and to one
day becoming a prep coach for athletes
taking the stage. On behalf of the NCCPT,
we congratulate Tyler Kroll on being
Personal Trainer of the Month. For more
information on Tyler or to connect with
him personally, visit tytaniumtraining.
com or youtube.com/user/TeamMshaw

Ahora en Español!
Tenemos el primer programa
en existencia.
Disfrute!
The NCCPT is now offering
the Certified Personal Trainer
Course in SPANISH!
Order Today!
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CERTIFIED
POWERLIFTING
COACH’S MANUAL
by Tom DeLong

Corrections to the
Three Most Common
Mistakes Personal
Trainers Make During
the Sales Process
By, “Big Joe” Salant, NCCPT GSM
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!

Personal Trainers, my beloved friends, if you’re making
any of these mistakes, implement the suggested
corrections and you will know happiness! Miraculously,
your schedule will grow fatter (which is about the only
fat that we don’t mind in this industry)! Doesn’t matter
if you work in a big box gym or run a boot camp at
your local college. Implement these tweaks to your
personal training sales process and your very existence
in this industry will be enriched. If you already have a
stacked schedule and are making over six figures in
the fitness business, or if your name is above the doors
on a big box gym, feel free to stop reading. Not you?
Then press on fitness sales soldier. This is for you!

Mistake #1: Rushing to book a “free
personal training session” with a prospect
“Have you used your free training session yet that came
with your membership? I’ll be happy to give you a free
training session! See you tomorrow at this time!?”
One of the biggest mistakes personal trainers make
when booking appointments for personal training
assessments is making it seem like the prospect
is just coming in for an innocuous free training
session. Then, when the rubber hits the road
after the workout and you’re going through your
price presentation, the prospect easily wiggles
off the hook like this, “Oh, I didn’t know we were
going to go over programs today, interesting,
let me take these home and think about it. By
the way, wasn’t this supposed to be free?”

Correction: Effectively book a complementary PT
Assessment with a pending sales event

When you book the appointment with a prospect, you want to build momentum
toward the sale. The best way to do this is to convey the following message:
“You are entitled to one session with a fitness professional to go over your goals,
professionally take your body composition and measurements and chart a path
to get there, taking into consideration all three facets: workouts, nutrition, and
schedule. At the end of our session, if you would like to start a professional
program, the best time to do so will be at the time of your assessment. This is the
time that you will be eligible for the biggest break on the price of the program.
Our gym knows that our personal training clients tend to keep their memberships
active 75% longer than other members. Why is that? Because of
the results, of course! So they provide additional incentive to
enroll in personal training at the time of the assessment.
If you want to use the assessment just to chart
your own course, you’re free to do so, by all
means. However, if you want to come
on with (name of personal training
dept. here), be ready to look at special
programs at the end of your assessment.”
Notice what we did there. We gave the prospect
notice that they would receive a special offer
only available at the time of their assessment
(called a “pending event” – you can get an
out-of-this-world offer, but you have to take
it at ___ time). In doing so, we preemptively
overcame one of the most annoying
objections that we face in sales “I have
to think about it.” Even more importantly,
perhaps, is that we overcame the spousal
objection with the same golden arrow!
You may think that doing it like this is too
forward or salesy. Well let me tell you

what’s more salesy: springing a price sheet on a prospect
at the end of their “complementary training session.” My
teams never do that. We built the value of the assessment
in an exciting manner, were straightforward in the nature
of our “pending event” offer, giving reason for it, while also
allowing the prospect an “out” if they didn’t want to buy
personal training. Prospects respect that a lot more than
the bait-and-switch tactic of the free-training-session-withno-strings-attached-wink-wink. Wouldn’t you? Sure, you
may book fewer assessments with this approach (though
I’m actually convinced that isn’t the case), but the ones
that you do schedule will close at a drastically higher rate.
Quick side-note, if you can fill out the assessment
form with the prospect as part of the booking process,
I believe it enhances the chance of the close at least
20%. If not, no biggie, just go over as much as you can
verbally. Build the rapport at the time the appointment
is set. I’m sure you’ve heard this, but here it is again:
prospects often make the judgment about whether
or not they’re going to buy from you during the first
moments of your encounter. To quote the great Eminem,

“YOU ONLY GET ONE SHOT,
DO NOT MISS YOUR CHANCE TO BLOW!”

Mistake #2: Rushing through the assessment
form to get to the workout.
“We just have a bit of paperwork to do real quick Maria and then we’ll get to the fun stuff,
I know, I know, just gym procedure, bear with me we’ll be on the floor in a second.”
By doing this you commit the following errors:
• Remove the professionalism behind a professional fitness program.
• Lose an opportunity to set the fitness professional-client relationship.
• Miss out on essential information you can learn about
the client through the interview process.
• Lose the opportunity to professionally listen to the client.
• Miss out on the opportunity to cast vision for the prospect in direct
relation to their goals (often essential to earn the client).
• Accidentally killed four pigeons (just checking if you’re still with me)
Correction: Fill out that form with your personal training prospect like their doctor!

This is an example of an
assessment form, Mr. and Ms.
Personal Trainer. You may not
realize this yet but if you use this
advice it holds the key to your
future in this industry. Get familiar
with it. Laminate one and put it
on the ceiling above your bed. OK,
that’s not the advice. This is.
Each line of this form beginning
from “occupation” down is a
valuable tool to convert the
prospect you are spending an
hour of your precious time and

CLIENT PROFILE

Contract No. ____________________________ Date _________________________________________
Name: ________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________
City:_______________________________State_________________ Zip __________________________
Birthday ______/______/_______

Sex

□Male □Female

Name of Gym _________________________ Occupation ______________________________________
Phone: (Home) _______________________ (Work) ___________________________________________
Body Wt. ____________ Body Fat% ____________ Height _______________
PERSONAL GOALS
1. Primary Training and Nutrition Objectives (check one or more)
□ Fat Loss
□ Strength
□ Weight Loss
□ Build Muscle □ Shape and Tone
□ Injury Rehabilitation
□ Sport-Specific Training
□ Reduce Stress
□ Increase Cardiovascular Endurance
2. How serious is your commitment to accomplishing these goals? _______________________________
3. What areas of your body do you specifically want to work on? _________________________________
4. Do you have a specific time frame in mind?____________________________________________________
5. Training Experience:
□ Sedentary
□ Beginner
□ Intermediate
□ Upper-Intermediate □ Advanced
□ Pre-Contest or Presentation
6. Do you presently engage in physical activity?
□Yes □No
What kind? ___________________________________________________________________________
How often? ___________________________________________________________________________
7. Are you currently participating in a structured resistance training program? □Yes □No
For how long? _________________________________________________________________________
8. Are you currently participating in a structured cardio-respiratory program? □Yes □No
For how long? _________________________________________________________________________

effort with into a client. After all, if
they don’t become a client, how can
you change their lives through fitness
and still keep food on the table?
Filling out the assessment form carefully,
effectively and efficiently with the
prospect establishes the professionalclient relationship like nothing else in the
assessment process. The mindset must
be one of a doctor interviewing a patient.
Eventually, you are going to prescribe the
patient a professional plan for their care
(we’ll be on to that when we confront
Mistake #3). Ask each question carefully
and listen intently. Write notes on the
back of the form. You will be amazed at
the number of times the prospect will
self-enroll in personal training with the
information they give you. As a Personal
Training Director I’ve always been baffled
as to why it’s so difficult for trainers to
stop babbling during the interviewing
process and listen analytically. People love
to talk about themselves, their dreams,
and their vision for the future. Even if
they don’t provide you with any hard
evidence of the fact that they need your
professional fitness services (doubtful),
at the very least, you may earn them as
a client simply by being a good listener.
Who would want a doctor that doesn’t
listen carefully, who rants about random
diseases every time you try to tell them
what’s hurting? That’s how the majority
of personal trainers sound during the
prospect interview (and it kills the sale).
If you do nothing else with the

assessment form, please, please,
please – make sure you relate their
measurements to their goals, cast vision
and ask closing questions during that
process. Here’s how that sounds:
“Keith, you’re 246 pounds and 32% body fat
right now.” To get to your stated goal of 185
pounds with the muscle structure you want
(You said you wanted to look like Rampage
Jackson inside of the Octagon, not between
training camps, hahaha.), you’re going
to need to be right under 10% body fat.
Brother, you said you would like to be there
before June. It’s March. On a scale of 1-10,
how serious are you about rocking this?”
(“About a ‘9’ at least”) Here’s the deal friend.
A “9” means that there’s 10% of you that’s
not sold out on this. If any fighter goes
into the cage not 100% all-in, no matter
how good they are, there’s a good chance
it’s going to wind up badly for them. What
you’re talking about is the fight of your life.
That 185, 10% body fat with a 315 bench
press is Drago, you’re Rocky. Members don’t
just show up at the gym and get that done,
follow me? (“Yea man, totally”). But with the
right program and dedication, it’s not only
possible, but in your case Keith, probable.
Wouldn’t that be awesome my man? Can
you feel it? (“Absolutely”) OK, with that
in mind then, on a scale of 1-10, how
serious are you about rocking this Keith!!?”
(“TEN!”) “Alright, then, we can proceed.”
[You put that “10” in your back pocket for
later when you’re presenting programs.]
You should by now get the

concept – each one of the questions on the assessment form gets careful
attention. Go through the assessment form you use at your facility (or the one
above) and practice the interview process. You’re going to use the answers
that you harvest during the process when you prescribe their professional
fitness program; which brings us to our third most common mistake.

Mistake #3: Creating the “mall shopping”
atmosphere when presenting programs.
“We can do either a three, six, or twelve month program, go
one to five times a week depending on how many sessions
you want in your plan. You can start small and upgrade later
if you want. It depends on what you would like; what you
feel comfortable with. Here are the rates, obviously they
go down the longer you are with us and the more sessions
you want. So what would you like to start with?”
The prospect’s response? It would be the same as yours: “Wow,
that’s a lot of choices, I’m gonna have to think about this for a
little, let me have your card and I’ll get back to you by the end of
the week.” (aka, never) Why? Well, you created the “mall shopping”
atmosphere. You moved from fitness professional/doctor to
Walmart cashier and ruined the previous hour of both of your lives.

Correction: Using the data gathered
from the assessment form and workout,
prescribe the program for the client.
The personal trainers who are good at
the sales process are actually presenting
programs by the time they are halfway
through the workout. After approximately
three “yes” questions during the workout
(“Gail, so you see how precise movements
to the point of muscle failure in a safe
environment like this – don’t want to injure
that L5 again – is essential to reaching

our stated goal of _____?”). When you take
“the walk” back to the trainer desk with
the prospect, the degree of comfort as
the emphasis changes from the workout
to the sale will depend on you setting
the stage for the presentation during
the workout in an exciting, professional
manner. At the table, the presentation
should go something like this:
“As we discussed during the interview and
the workout Gail, we should be able to
reach our goal of _______ in three months

right in time for beach season! And nine
months of progression after that should
get enough sculpted muscle on your new
lean frame to increase your metabolism
to the point where you’re able to maintain
your new, fitness magazine look deep into
the foreseeable future. So the twelve month
program would work best for us and the
good news there is that the rates on that
program are a steal. Now you mentioned
earlier when you were talking about your
job that finances were a bit tight, so here’s
what we can do. Let’s start out with one or
two training sessions a week for now and
I’ll make sure we’re set on our off days with
fresh, professional (name of your PT brand
here) workouts you can do on your own
to maintain our progress and trajectory.
Normally, at two days a week, your persession rate would be ____, bringing your
monthly total to only____. At one, your
session rate would be ____, which makes it
just ____. But because it’s the day of your
assessment, as we discussed when we
set our appointment, our facility policy is
to give you a ______ motivational discount
off the per-session-rate to make it even
easier to get you on the team and get you
going toward your goal of _______). So
today, your total for once a week would be
just_____ per session and ____ monthly. At
two sessions, it’s only _____ per session and
____ monthly. It’s your decision, which one
would you like to get started with today?
Let’s say this three times slowly
together: “I prescribe the plan for the

prospect based on their assessment
and only give two options at the end.”
Give them more than two options and
you’re leaving room for them to need time
to sort through the various possibilities.
Give them one and you may have to unlock
yourself from a program that doesn’t
work for the client (backtracking stinks
and makes you look unprofessional – “Oh
well, this would work too…”). Prescribe
their plan. They just got finished going
through the interview process with a
fitness professional who set the doctorpatient relationship, listened to them,
and cast vision for them with a specific
means of attaining their dreams outlined
clearly. They just finished a killer workout
with you that embodied the plan you
are presenting. They’re more pumped to
enroll with you now than they ever will be.
Go for it, calmly, assuming the answer
will be the same as a patient trustingly
taking a prescription to the pharmacy.
After you say the words, “which one will
work for you today?” Please, do yourself
a huge favor and close your mouth until
the prospect speaks. First one to talk
loses. And if the prospect needs more
information before they make a decision
(i.e. they give you an objection), use their
specific answers to the questions in the
interview to form a few yes questions,
and then re-close. Overcoming objections
will be our next session together, but
for now, correct these three common
mistakes and prepare for blastoff!
Thank You,
– Joseph Salant

About the author:
Joseph “Big Joe” Salant is the General Sales Manager for the National Council for
Certified Personal Trainers (NCCPT). He has directed sales for and established
personal training departments throughout the United States for over ten years. As
the Personal Training Director for LA Fitness in Valencia (California), Big Joe was
the highest-grossing PTD nationwide in 2010. He is well-known in the industry for
training and developing personal trainers and personal training sales counselors
for fast success in personal training sales. When he’s not helping personal trainers
make it big in the industry, Big Joe enjoys powerlifting, fantasy football, his sidecareer as a Christian recording artist, and, most of all, spending qualify time with his
beautiful wife (Misty), five-year old son (Joey), and newborn daughter (Sophia).

Joseph Salant
General Manager
National Council of Certified
Personal Trainers
Phone: 800.778.6060 x 2799
Fax: 800.915.5545
Email: josephs@nccpt.com
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Yoga Therapy
May Help Women
With PTSD From
Engaging in Drug
and Alcohol Abuse
By: Kelly McLendon

Yoga has long been known to help with
relaxation and stress reduction. Alternative
therapies have been commonly used to
help treat complicated medical conditions.
But recently, two studies have shown that
individuals with posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) may benefit from a reduction
in symptoms, by practicing yoga.

High-risk drinking can cause many health
issues, including premature aging, reduced
resistance to infection and inflammation.
The DUDIT is a similar test that evaluates
drug usage, as opposed to excessive alcohol
consumption screening. The same two tests
(AUDIT and DUDIT) were given one month
after the study ceased, to check in on the
participants’ responses. The mean scores of
This article examines a study in The
both the AUDIT and the DUDIT decreased in
Journal of Alternative and Complementary
the group that practiced yoga (Reddy et al.,
Medicine where a randomized controlled trial 2014), revealing that the yoga programming
assessed women between 18 and 65 years
may have had a part in reducing the drug
of age, who suffered from PTSD. Another
and alcohol usage in the study participants.
study, from a prominent trauma center in
the United States, also revealed similar
results, showing that yoga therapy may
Official PTSD
have a place in treatment, especially when
Diagnosis Factors
combined with other medical intervention.
According to the Mayo Clinic, “Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a
mental health condition that’s triggered by
a terrifying event — either experiencing it
or witnessing it. Symptoms may include
flashbacks, nightmares and severe
anxiety, as well as uncontrollable thoughts
about the event.” (Mayo Clinic, 2015).

Yoga Therapy
Reduces Risk
In the (Reddy, Dick, Gerber, & Mitchell, 2014)
study, the female participants were given
The Alcohol Use Disorder Identification
Test (AUDIT) and the Drug Use Disorder
Identification Test (DUDIT), as a preliminary
baseline. The AUDIT test is responsible for
screening for excessive drinking behaviors.
It also helps practitioners to identify signs
of alcohol dependence and outlines the
consequences from excessive alcohol
consumption. There are many types of
alcohol dependence and addiction, some of
which cause the patient to be hospitalized.

For patients to receive the official diagnosis
of PTSD, they must meet certain criteria as
established in the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, also known
as DSM-5 (Mayo Clinic, 2015). The DSM-5
is published by the American Psychiatric
Association and is used to diagnose mental
conditions in patients (Mayo Clinic, 2015).
Patients with PTSD may have many
symptoms, such as reliving the
experiences of the traumatic event that
occurred, having dreams about the event,
experiencing flashbacks or reacting with
several emotional distress (Mayo Clinic,
2015). Physical symptoms can also be
experienced as a reaction to remembering
the traumatic event (Mayo Clinic, 2015).
The physical symptoms can often be
challenging and debilitating in nature.

Self-medicating is not recommended,
in cases of PTSD (Mayo Clinic, 2015).
According to the Mayo Clinic, “Turning to
alcohol or drugs to numb your feelings
isn’t healthy, even though it may be a
tempting way to cope. It can lead to more
problems down the road and prevent
real healing.” (Mayo Clinic, 2015). Yoga
can help patients learn how to deal with
and control any feelings that may arise
from traumatic events in the past.

Short-term yoga programs
can also be beneficial
Another study also identified the role of
yoga therapy in treatment. The Trauma
Center at Justice Resource Institute held a
study to determine whether short-term
yoga programs could help reduce
trauma in women with PTSD. The
randomized study used yogic
breathing exercises, movement,
relaxation and mindfulness during
10 weeks of Trauma-Informed
Yoga classes. (“The
Trauma Center at JRI”
2014). According to
the Trauma Center
at JRI study (2014),
“16 out of 31
(52 percent) of
participants in the
yoga group no
longer met
criteria
for PTSD

compared to 6 out of 29 (21 percent) in the
control group. “Getting effective treatment
after PTSD symptoms develop can be
critical to reduce symptoms and improve
function.” (Mayo Clinic, 2015). Effective
treatment can mean short-term programs,
starting at six weeks in length, all the way
up to year long programs, which would be
considered long-term treatment programs.

The role of yoga in
overall treatment
Yoga has commonly been used as a
complementary treatment for feelings of
addiction and the behaviors associated
with addiction. The main principles of
yoga are often conducive to helping bring
mindfulness to daily living. A traditional
yoga practice, which might include asana,
meditation and pranayama (breathing),
draws upon focusing on the present
moment to cultivate feelings of bliss
and stress reduction. The insight
gained from a yoga practice can
help further the dissolution
of addictive behaviors.
Mindfulness practices are
beginning to grow in the
Western part of the world
and the practices are
being used to help calm
emotions, while also
providing exercise.
Yoga also helps
Hands at Heart Center yoga pose used or meditation and relaxation,
which is cited as helping those with PTSD

create self-awareness and teaches practices
for learning how to handle intrusive thoughts
and feelings. Breathing exercises, when
combined with visualization and meditation
techniques, can also help to increase
relaxation, peace and mental focus.

Active Yoga Therapy

Yoga Nidra

Yoga therapists are highly trained mind-body
professionals who have undergone special
training to be certified to teach a safe and
effective yoga practice to meet the needs
of clients with individual health or mental
concerns. There are only a certain number of

organizations that employ yoga therapists to
help design programs to treat a wide variety
of sufferers from PTSD. Trauma victims
can also need specifically designed therapy
programs, depending on how the trauma
was incurred and depending on what issues
they identify with. A 2009 thesis article,
written by Pacific University’s Margaret Kirlin
examined yoga as an adjunctive treatment
for Latina women suffering from PTSD (Kirlin,
2010). In addition, a practice called yoga
nidra has also been shown to help trauma
symptoms, especially in those who have
PTSD from returning from areas of war and
military service. There are many programs

lucid sleeping is among the deepest possible states of
relaxation while still maintaining full consciousness.

yoga schools that are approved to teach yoga that exist to help treat PTSD using yoga
therapy programs, as outlined in educational
formatted to appeal to patients of specific
guidelines by the registering body, The
backgrounds, life experiences and goals.
International Association of Yoga Therapists.
According to the International Association
of Yoga Therapists (IAYT), “Yoga therapy
is the process of empowering individuals
to progress toward improved health and
well-being through the application of
the philosophy and practice of Yoga.”
(Taylor, 2007). There are many non-profit

Yoga Therapy Moving Forward
This article examined a study from The
Journal of Alternative and Complementary
Medicine, where a randomized controlled
trial assessed women between 18 and 65

years of age, who suffered from PTSD.
Another study, from a prominent trauma
center in the United States, was also
analyzed and revealed similar results that
yoga therapy does indeed play an active
role in helping with symptoms of PTSD and
additionally, such therapy is effective at
helping women with PTSD from engaging
in harmful drug or alcohol abuse.
As the number of certified yoga therapists
continues to grow in the United States and
beyond, the demand for designing therapy

programs to accommodate the needs of
individuals with PTSD will increase in size.
Health and wellness professionals, who
are knowledgeable about the
types of mind/body therapies
available that can work
as complementary
treatments, will be
better equipped to
work with clients from
all types of situations.
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Personal hygiene is a very important aspect of being a
successful trainer! Everyone remembers the deodorant but may
forget about their breath. Not having the best smelling breath
when you are up close and personal is not only unpleasant for
the person you are speaking to but could also cost you a client.
There are a lot of different breath freshener choices on the
market. Most of them contain refined sugar, artificial flavors
or artificial sweeteners and chewing gum is not attractive.
“Lively Up Your Breath” not only tastes great it is a fantastic
product made with over 95% organic ingredients. It
does not contain refined sugar, artificial sweeteners
or flavors, preservative or binders. It is ideal for
everyone in our industry due to its’ convenient size and long lasting effect.
These highly effective products not only freshen your breath but also

contain tons of naturally derived menthol (very helpful for opening up
you and/your client’s sinuses before and during a work out). These
refreshing organic liquid breath drops come in three unique flavors:Original Mint is a blend of organic peppermint and organic
spearmint oils. This packs the highest menthol content.
Vanilla Cinnalicious is a smooth, soft and slightly sweet
combination of natural vanillin and organic cinnamon oils.
Sensual Citrus is chock full of organic orange oils and menthol.
It will energize your taste buds and is a great pick me up.
“Lively Up Your Breath” can be purchased all across the Country at
various places such as Whole Foods Markets (California, Arizona, Nevada, Utah, Florida,
Kansas & New Mexico), Sprouts Farmers Market, The Vitamin Shoppe (mint only),
GNC, Natural Grocers by Vitamin Cottage, Earth Fare Markets, New Seasons Markets
and Mom’s Organic Markets in addition to other premium health food retailers.
“Lively Up” can also be ordered on-line for those who are too busy to get into the stores!

To find out more visit their website LivelyUpYourBreath.com
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